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ABSTRACT

The Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System is developed mainly for the use of shop’s owner in the shopping mall. Shop’s owner will use this system to do advertising to attract more customers to its shops. Shop’s owner can store the digital advertisement inside the computer. Then shop’s owner can choose to broadcast the advertisement or send it manually to the customers that had Bluetooth enable mobile phones that pass by. Before the shop’s owner can use this system, he or she need to login first with password. The database use Microsoft Access and all the data are stored there. Only people with password can login into the system and use the system. The methodology used in developing the system is Waterfall model after a literature review had been done on several existing system. Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System are develop using vb.net because there is the need of library and shared project related to Bluetooth that can be download free from the internet. An analysis study has been done based on the current manual system and all the problem statements and requirements have been identified. Moreover, Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System interface has been designed according to the requirement and needs of the current market. Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System will help to increase the profits of the shop’s owner by saving the flyer’s printing cost and flyer’s distributing cost.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Bluetooth is a universal radio interface in the 2.45 GHz frequency band that enables portable electronic devices to connect and communicate wirelessly via short-range, ad hoc networks [1]. Bluetooth is also a low cost, low power, short-range radio technologies intended to replace the cable connections between hand phones, PDAs and other portable devices. Bluetooth is the most widely supported, versatile and secure wireless standard on the market today.

The shops in the shopping mall always try to attract customer by having promotion or sales. One of the ways to attract customer is by giving flyers around the shopping mall so that customer can know about the promotion or sales. Project of Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System can help the shops in the shopping mall to advertise its promotion through Bluetooth technology.

This project will produce a system that can detect any device that equipped Bluetooth communication. Then the system will automatically connect to the device and send commercial advertisement or e-flyers to the customer mobile phones through Bluetooth. Customer will know about the promotions through Bluetooth. This system also helps the shops in the shopping mall owner to save money or cost on hiring workers to give flyers and also printing of flyers. It also helps the environments by saving paper and thus saving trees.
Bluetooth are chosen to be the transmission medium for the system due to its functionality. There is a Bluetooth Special Interest Group, SIG that are responsible for the further development of the Bluetooth standard. Sony Ericsson, Intel, IBM, Toshiba, Nokia, Microsoft and Motorola are some of the companies involved in the SIG. The composition of the Bluetooth SIG is one of the major strength of the Bluetooth technology.

The mixture of both software and hardware supplier participating in the further development of the Bluetooth technology ensures that Bluetooth products are made available to end users. Microsoft support Bluetooth in their Microsoft Windows Operating System. Bluetooth software is made available to the vast majority of the desktop software market. Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson and others company include Bluetooth technology in their mobile phones. This all adds up to a wide availability of the Bluetooth technology for end users.
1.2 Problem Statements

Advertising is important because it helps to keep the consumers informed about whatever new products or services are available in the market at their disposal. It helps to spread awareness about products or services to consumer and potential buyers. Advertising on the whole helps business to prosper and makes the consumer aware of the various choices that are available.

Flyers are one of the business tools that have been used for many years in marketing and advertising. It is a graphical piece of paper that any business would give out for free. The purpose of these flyers is to promote the business and to create image between the people of its existence. They are distributed to different people and to the present clients in order to make them more aware about the company. They hold information about the company, its business, products and services and contact details [2].

Flyers can be used to sell product, promote product and promote services in a number of other areas. Distributing flyers in a mall is a waste of papers because people normally read briefly and then throw it away if it is not important to them. It is also wasting of labour cost to give flyers around the shopping mall. Shop owner also cannot confirm that his or her workers are honest in giving flyers. The worker may throw away all flyers and cheat the owner about distributing it.

Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System will replace the flyer’s function in advertising by detecting Bluetooth equipped device that is mobile phone nearby and broadcast commercial advertisement to it.
1.3 Objective

The aim of this project is to create a Bluetooth system that can detect Bluetooth device that is mobile phones and send Bluetooth advertisement picture to the detected mobile phone by skipping the Bluetooth pairing option. The system also can send auto broadcast advertisement to all detected Bluetooth device. Below are the objectives of the project:

i. The system will scan and detect the available Bluetooth equipped device that is mobile phones in its range.

ii. The system can let user select the advertisement file stored in computer.

iii. The system will try to make connection to the chosen detected mobile communication device and send the selected advertisement to it through Bluetooth.

iv. The system will start search for Bluetooth enable device and send advertisement to it automatically after user start the system. The system will stop search for Bluetooth enable device after user stop it.
1.4 Scope

This project is to develop a Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System that function is to automatically detect and connect to the Bluetooth enabled device to broadcast advertisement. This system is targeted to be used by the shop’s owner of a shopping mall within Bluetooth communication range. Shop owner can choose to select one user at a time and send advertisement to it. Shop owner can save cost by using this type of advertisement and increase the shops sales when more customers come to the shops after notice about the promotion.

1.5 Project Significance

This project provides a low cost advertisement for shop’s owner mall. Customer can get information about items on sales and shops owner can make more profit by saving cost in digital advertisement and having more customers comes to shops in the shop. This type of advertisement also helps in saving the trees or environments where there is no need of printing flyers. Customers, shops owner and environment will benefits from Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System.

1.6 Expected Output

The expected output of Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System is to implements Bluetooth technologies in the advertisement or business environment. This project provides a digital interaction between the customer and the shop’s owner. Profits can be increase by reduction of labour cost, printing cost and advertisement cost.
1.7 Conclusion

Conclusion of this project is to develop a Bluetooth Broadcast Advertisement System that is beneficial to everyone. This project can help many shops owner to save cost in advertisement. This project also demonstrates the usage of Bluetooth Technology and made user realize that Bluetooth can be implemented in different kinds of fields. Bluetooth is open source and it should be implemented more in many kind of purpose including profit and non profit purpose. The objectives of the project need to be achieved within the scopes stated as this project finish.

Literature review will be discussed in the next chapter that is related to this project according to the research that are made.